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Manufacturer o~reenhouse With Aluminium Structure & Double-Glazed Glass 

Esrar Poyaye Shargh Industrial Holding 

In 2008, Esrar Poyaye Sharg hlndustrial Holding was started up in the Sabzevar city in 2008. 
It has been able, with the help of the Lord's grace and using of the modern knowledge 
and technology, the thoughts and knowledge of experts, the efforts of experienced 
domestic staff and domestication take and a developmental step in the course of the 
manufacturing industry and in the field of manufacturing ironmongery of double glazed 
window and modern greenhouse industrial structures become the first and only national 
producer in Iran. 

Esrar Poyaye Sharg Industrial Holding was established with aim of high-quality production 
and maintaining its continuity, reducing the dependence of the country's heavy industry 
to the required components for production lines, reverse engineering of components of 
production lines that lack of technical documents, preventing the outflow of currency and 
booming national economy, increasing the variety of productions, Providing appropriate 
after-sales service and, most importantly, revising energy consumption optimization. 

Subsidiary companies of economic holding at a glance 

Six manufacturing subsidiary companies and a trading company are in the following fields. 
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6. Composite views(Pardis drawings Window Manufacturing Complex) 

7. Export of products to foreign countries (TajhizsazanTrading Company) 
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Development strategy 

Using of the collective 

wisdom in organizationa 

decision making 

Analysis of Strengths and 
Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats 
(Swot) 

Upgrade the quality 

level of 

products and services 

Technical, training 
and 

consulting support 
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Increased share in 

target markets 

Reduced reliance 

on foreign supplie 

resources 

Concentration 
of creativity and 

innovation 

On-time fulfill of 
obligations to 
customers 

Supporting Iranian capital 

and labor with the aim 

of more boosting the 

national economy 

Looking to the 
future 

to meet the needs 
of the market 

Pioneer in 

standards 
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Manufactu reenhouse With Aluminium Structure & Double-Glazed Glass 

G...ra gme2nhouse2 Knowledge enterprise manufacturing-Greenhouse Group 

G...ra is a known brand in the field of industrial -scientific creativity in Iran. In 2013, 
when it began operating as the first and only manufacturer of double glazed 
windows and doors in Iran, causing Iran to be among the few manufacturers of 
double-glazed windows and doors, as soon as activating of its own core knowledge 
enterprise G...ra Gre2e2nhouse2 and by using of the strongest up-to-date 
scientific and research resources was able to design a modern and industrial 
structure of aluminum greenhouse with double glazed glass and argon gas from 
base and after the preproduction phase produce mass production now. It is 
interesting that its the scientific and research team has been able to bring together 
the special advantages of different and up-to-date structures and as a result, it can 
present unique structures with specific features of the Iran climate that meet the 
needs of a greenhouse complete. 
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The Agriculture's Significance 

The agriculture is the oldest science and industry in the history of the world. 
Because the most vital and urgent needs of human life depend on this industry, 
the importance of this science and industry has increased. 
Clearly, this vital dependency to agriculture science has made modern human 
compel to integrate this technology with the industry in order to supply its sub 
sistence, so that in new greenhouses in the worst climatic conditions and the 
most harmful soils and substrates, not be a Variety of agricultural and vegeta 
ble products. 
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Structure 

~ Standard height up to under downpipe: 6 meters, the ability to specific design 
for other heights 

~ Width of the span (truss width): 8 meters 

~ Resisting structure of galvanized steel 

~ High quality aluminum ceilings and walls 

~ Aluminum downpipe with designing of The fourth generation of Ven lo 

~ Netherlands 

~ Double-glazed glass cover on the side walls and single-wall glass for the ceiling 

~ The trusses are equipped with a rail mechanism to open and close the roof valves 

Lightweight of Structure 

In modern and industrial greenhouses, another qualitative parameter of a structure 
is the lighting of the final weight of the structure, which uses aluminum profiles on 
the ceiling and the walls with 6063 alloy lightening the final structure. 
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Low maintenance cost structure 

In more developed countries, manufacturers focus their policies on reducing the 
current cost of production in order to achieve a better chart for wealth produc 
tion in their own economic complex, and this will be achieved by using of 
GSA Greenhouse designers from glass cover, which is compared to polycar 
bonate and nylon covering, they have more efficiency and are more durable and 
have a higher shelf life (30 years), reducing the current cost of dear greenhouses 
owner. 
A very important point in glass structures is its capitalism, as a greenhouse 
owner can can sell it with added value after several years of using the structure, 
while nylon structures are amortized. 
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Manufacturer of Greenhouse With Aluminium Structure & Double-Glazed Glass 

Excellent strength of top of structure 

Considering of the climate and texture of Iran soil, knowledge enterprise sciences engi 
neering group of GJ"a Grne2nhouse2 has designed a climate-friendly greenhouse 
corresponding to an earthquake prottne and high wind speed, which advantage using 
structure with a combination of bolt and nut assemblies has created an outstanding 
and excellent resistance, which is not considered in the combination of imported struc 
tures. 

Water drop hole 

In downpipe profiles of structure is prepared holes in which is used to transmit moisture 
derived from the sweating and evaporation of the interior surface of the glass of green 
house ceilings and this is a very essential and necessary point. 

Structure Details 

The width of each span 8 meters 

Length Variable with a coefficient of 5 meters 

Column height Correspond to cultivation culture from 4 to 6 
meters 

Distance between side columns 5 meters 
Distance between middle columns 5 meters 
Columns Profiles 8 * 80 with hot galvanizing 
Truss Profiles 30 * 60 with a reinforcement of 20 * 

30 profiles with hot galvanizing 

Horizontal support 80 * 40 galvanized profiles 
Bracing 10mm Stainless Steel Shield Wire 
Main skeleton structure (Dip) Includes columns, truss and support with bolt 

and nut connections 
Downpipe Aluminum profiles with 4th generation 

exclusive design 
Side structure and ceiling Aluminum profiles with high strength 

Side covering Standard double-glazed glass (argon gas) 
Roof covering 4 or 6 mm glass 
Structure accessories Ceiling Window 
Installable Equipment Cooling system (pad and fan), heating system, 

intelligent control, irrigation, awning and ... 
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Light 

In a country like Iran, where the sun rises about one third of the sunlight in the 

winter, it's important to keep the light transmission coefficient high in the struc 

ture, and the most important items that a greenhouse is needed to be careful 

about is the high level of exposure within the greenhouse space. 

Although greenhouse glasses have a higher initial cost compared to polycarbonate 

and nylon, it should not be forgotten that high light transmittance or so-called Lux 

light has a direct effect on increasing the efficiency and productivity of under culti 

vation crops of greenhouse and it naturally lead to more greenhouse income. 
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Manufact~r of~eenhouse With Aluminium Structure & Double-Glazed Glass 

Coverage 

We all know well that the world's energy resources are coming to an end in the near 
future, and this has become a global challenge in the world, as the industrial and 
modern greenhouse manufacturers in the new generations only focus on reducing 
energy consumption instead of increased plant productivity. Obviously, in the modern 
greenhouses,which is designed and manufactured by the GSA Greenhouse knowledge 
enterprise company, they have set all their priorities for low-energy greenhouse produc 
tion, and the suggestion of a double-glazed aluminum structure is the best option. 

Advantages of glass greenhouse in 
compared to plastic greenhouse 

~ The cost of amortizationand maintenance of the structure is very low compared to plastic 
structures 

~ The shelf life of at least 30 years is at least 3 times the best and the oldest of the oldest 
structures 

~ Removing the cost of replacing a roof and walls coverings that are faced with 
plastic-covered structures 

~ The non-fading covering and the drop in the percentage of light transmission that occurs in 
greenhouses with plastic and polycarbonate covering 

~ Value added created at the site of glass greenhouse projects 
~ Possibility to provide banking facilities at least three times the cost of plastic greenhouses 

by operating banks. Considering that the glass structure is a stable and capital structure, it 
is possible to accept this glass structure as part of the bank collateral provided by the bank. 

~ Controlling the climate and creating more favorable conditions for the plant than plastic 
greenhouses 

~ Apprppriate sealing off and isolation of glass greenhouses in the ceiling and side windows 
in comparison to plastic greenhouses and the elimination of heat wasting in the winter as a 
result of heat leakage 
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Double glazed window 

The use of double-glazed glass in this structure is due to increased thermal isolation and re 
duced energy loss, and it is clear that reducing energy costs will be achieved directly by re 
ducing energy loss. According to scientific studies of the researchers of the 
Gsa G1QGnhousG knowledge enterprise team, using of double glasses in spite of the 
relative increase in the cost of the structure, it leads to a reduction in energy losses. There 
fore, according to the European standards of modern greenhouses, the use of double 
glazed glass in the walls of the greenhouse is recommended. 
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Ventilation 

In the G..ra Gre2e2nhouse2 knowl 
edge enterprise group, opening degree 
in the ceiling and its management mech 
anism, and the area of the cellulose pads 
and the airflow of prepared the fan air 
for each climate is specific to that land. 
And, of course, concerning in this matter 
is very effective and has a direct effect 
on productivity and increasing of trad 
ing efficiency in the area under the culti 
vation. 
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Intelligent Control (PLC) 

Agricultural scientists have always emphasized that the creation of an excellent ventilation, 

ground and light for the plant is and was the most effective factor in increasing incomes in 

the greenhouse. Therefore, what is not in human control is the natural changing of climate. 

Therefore, the research team of rs.re Gm<2nhousGts knowledge enterprise in its own 
studies finds it necessary to implementing of intelligent greenhouse control system in order 

to achieve a valuable crop and high quality product that we recommend to all greenhouse 

owners. 

In modern industrial greenhouses, the control of parameters such as temperature, humidity 

and light is carried out by using high sensitivity sensors in greenhouse under cultivations 

which analysis of obtained data from sensors by PLC circuitry provides best conditions for 

plant growth, eliminating of human error from the greenhouse management system. 
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Roof GAarden 

Nowadays, people tend to build roof gardens due to the densification of urban buildings 
and the reduction of green spaces and gardens in the residential houses of the people 
and according to their own intrinsic interest in growing up flowers and plants, this is 
motive for the production of this very interesting and soothing spaces in modern urban 
buildings by G.J"a Grt2C2nhouse2 in which company designers' and engineers'team 
make a special design for every home space and provided the opportunity for 
home-made greenhouses for dear customers. 
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Manufacturer of Greenhouse 
With Aluminum Structure 

Gn2enhouse &Doub I e-G I a zed GI ass 
Factory : Razavi Khorasan Province, Sabzevar, Tehran Road, Sabzevar Industrial Estate, Iran 

Tel: +9851-58260463-5 

E-mail: info@gsa-co.com 

Mobile : +98 90 360 70 444 

(j gsa.greenhouse 

www.gsa-greenhouse.ir 


